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Waec 2014 Literature Question Paper
Determining attractive response strategies for international climate policy is a complex task. Here, the authors develop a meta-model that disentangles the main uncertainties using full literature ...
On the optimality of 2°C targets and a decomposition of uncertainty
However, the contemporary practice of testing products on the animals have started gaining currency ever since the 19 th Century AD. The thesis statement of this particular argumentative essay is thus ...
ENG219 Studies In Contemporary English Literature
Depending on how it’s grown, smoking a one-gram joint can have the same carbon footprint as driving 22 miles in a Prius — about 10 pounds of carbon dioxide ...
Cannabis and climate crisis: Do consumers need to take more responsibility?
Understanding human trust in machine partners has become imperative due to the widespread use of intelligent machines in a variety of applications and contexts. The aim of this paper is to investigate ...
Promises and trust in human–robot interaction
Teacher questions have long been considered important in mediating students’ learning in language classrooms. This paper examined the mediated-learning behaviors involved in teacher questions during ...
Teacher Questions: Mediated-Learning Behaviors Involved in Teacher-Student Interaction During Whole-Class Instruction in Chinese English Classrooms
Performing and listening to music occurs in specific situations, requiring specific media. Empirical research on music listening and appreciation, however, tends to overlook the effects these ...
Music Listening in Classical Concerts: Theory, Literature Review, and Research Program
Research indicates hospital consolidations tend to raise prices for private insurance providers without necessarily improving care.
Hospital mergers and acquisitions of physician practices: Research illuminates what’s at stake for consumers
Although it has been more than 18 months since Iraq's October 2019 protests, many of the big questions raised remain unanswered, most of which revolve around the sustainability of the post-2003 ...
Once again, Iraq is at a crossroads
Author Subhadra Sen Gupta passed away on May 3, 2021 due to Covid-19. The news was shared by her cousin and artist Suddhabrata Sengupta. She was the writer of more than 30 books and delved deep into ...
Acclaimed children’s writer Subhadra Sen Gupta dies of Covid
Unlike the lone wolf T. Rex depicted in "Jurassic Park," real-life tyrannosaurs likely hunted in terrifying groups ...
New paleontology find reveals that tyrannosaurs hunted in packs
The world was running out of time, and so was Joanne Chory. The 63-year-old biologist was nearing the end of a distinguished career researching how plants grow. Now she’d won the most prestigious ...
Joanne Chory is using plants to save the planet
What was, what is, what will be. Critic Andrew Ross ponders how to return to restaurant criticism after the pandemic convulsion.
Dine Out Maine: A once and future critic
This week we look back with a series of two episodes that attempt to explore the music, the man and the myth of composer Sir Harrison Birtwistle in his 80th year in 2014.
From the Archive: Harrison Birtwistle at 80 (part 1)
In Louis Menand’s monumental new study of Cold War culture, success owes less to vision and purpose than to self-promotion.
The Opportunists
One of our greatest living writers discusses finishing the epic Wolf Hall trilogy, her debilitating illness and the future of the monarchy ...
Hilary Mantel: 'I haven’t had the ordinary markers of a woman’s life'
Labour faces extinction if Boris can retain his hold of the English centre ; London: Who is running against Sadiq Khan for London mayor? Local elections: when will ...
Elections pose huge test for Boris Johnson, Sir Keir Starmer - and our constitution
Bill and Melinda Gates, worth some $130bn, have become the second-most valuable couple to divorce after Amazon founder Jeff Bezos split from wife MackKenzie in 2019 while worth some $150bn.
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